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Conformal Array Antenna Theory and Design (IEEE Press Series on Electromagnetic Wave Theory)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
This publication is the first comprehensive treatment of conformal antenna arrays from an engineering perspective. There are journal and conference papers that treat the field of conformal antenna arrays, but they are typically theoretical in nature. While providing a thorough foundation in theory, the authors of this publication provide readers...
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MIMO System Technology for Wireless Communications (Electrical Engineering and Applied Signal Processing)CRC Press, 2006
Use of multiple antennas at both ends of wireless links is the result of the natural progression of more than four decades of evolution of adaptive antenna technology. Recent advances have demonstrated that multipleinput-multiple-output (MIMO) wireless systems can achieve impressive increases in overall system performance. The potential to provide...
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Architecture-Independent Programming for Wireless Sensor Networks (Wiley Series on Parallel and Distributed Computing)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
New automated, application-independent methodology for designing and deploying sensor networks
Following this book's clear explanations, examples, and illustrations, domain experts can design and deploy nontrivial networked sensing applications without much knowledge of the low-level networking aspects of deployment. This new approach is based...
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Pascal Plus Data Structures, Algorithms, and Advanced ProgrammingD C Heath, 1985

	Until recently there has not been much consensus among educators on

	what formal education is necessary for a computer professional. It has always

	been considered essential to have a great deal of mathematical knowledge,

	as \vell as an understanding of computer hardware. Software education,

	however, often consisted of the teaching...
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Practical Data CommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
With the accelerating growth in the use of computers and PCs in the workplace, the practical aspects of designing and operating data communications systems have become increasingly more complex. Practical Data Communications provides the needed background and fills in the gaps for the many who must tackle this vital technology with little basic...
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Emerging Free and Open Source Software PracticesIGI Global, 2007
Project infrastructure and software repositories are now widely available at low cost with easy extraction, providing a foundational base to conduct detailed cyber-archeology at a scale not open to researchers before. Emerging Free and Open Source Software Practices provides a collection of empirical research acting as a focal point to the status...
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System Integration: From Transistor Design to Large Scale Integrated CircuitsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
The development of large-scale integrated systems-on-a-chip has had a dramatic effect on circuit design methodology. Escalating requirements for low-power, high-chip density circuits and systems have resulted in increasingly complex Bipolar, CMOS and BICMOS technologies. In order to design cost-effective and reliable systems a thorough...
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A Pattern Approach to Interaction DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Textbook summarizing the state of pattern languages in human-computer interaction (HCI), proposing a new pattern-based framework for interactive systems design, drawn from the authors experience from a number of interactive exhibits and public 'kiosk' systems. DLC: Human-computer interaction.     

   While the subject of design patterns...
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Hybrid CMOS Single-Electron-Transistor Device And Circuit DesignArtech House Publishers, 2006
CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) is a widely accepted and utilized technology among electrical engineers involved with circuit design. SET (single electron transistor) technology has recently gained significant attention, because it can be combined with CMOSs to improve overall performance of integrated circuits - reducing power...
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Ruby Developer's GuideSyngress Publishing, 2002
"Ruby Developer's Guide" discusses the role of Ruby in real-world applications, including the use of databases and XML, the coding of graphical user interfaces (GUIs) by means of different toolkits, communicating with other languages over SOAP/XML-RPC or sockets, and the programming of concurrent and distributed applications. Using...
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Wireless Internet and Mobile Computing: Interoperability and Performance (Information and Communication Technology Series,)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
This book describes the technologies involved in all aspects of a large networking system and how the various devices can interact and communicate with each other. Using a bottom up approach the authors demonstrate how it is feasible, for instance, for a cellular device user to communicate, via the all-purpose TCP/IP protocols, with a wireless...
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Reflectarray AntennasJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Describes the configuration and principles of a reflectarray antenna, its advantages over other antennas, the history of its development, analysis techniques, practical design procedures, bandwidth issues and wideband techniques, as well as applications and recent developments. Both authors are well respected practitioners who have build these...
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